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“[...]and lonely as it is, that loneliness
shall be more lonely ere it will be less
a whiter blanket of benighted snow
with no expression, nothing to express.”
they cannot scare me with their empty spaces
between stars – on stars, where no human race is
I have it in me so much nearer home
to scare myself with my own desert places”
-Robert Frost, “Desert Places”

Originally inspired by the surreal, unpopulated
landscapes she observed on a trip through
Iceland, Dina Brodsky brought her experience
to bear on more personal, intimate spaces. Her
explorations of emptiness are paradoxically
lush and detailed, somehow echoing a
haunting sense of melancholy while hinting at
warmth just beyond the moment.

A virtuoso of the medium, Brodsky
makes deft use of the intimacy inherent in
viewing art on such a small scale; each tiny,
circular image is like looking through a spyhole
into a scene from a mysterious yet familiar
narrative.
The rumpled bedsheets of “Insomnia”
raise tactile questions: are the sheets still
body-warmed, or have they cooled in the night
air?
The holiday wreath in “Kaine” provides a
possible clue, but are the usual inhabitants of
this space off celebrating with family and
friends, or has their loneliness simply
relocated?

from a process of regeneration?
Brodsky herself describes the work as
“[...]a personal attempt to understand time and
memory, and how the two work together to
affect our perception of physical space. Each
person has their own desert places, that can
be tied to a physical location or a mental
space: these are mine.”
These may be Dina Brodsky's desert places
– and the emotional resonance is certainly the
kind of pitch-perfect that comes from drawing
on deeply personal experiences – but the
works manage to read as both profoundly
personal and universal; each peek spins off
into a thousand possible stories, as we feel our
own experiences and sense memories in the
captured moments of “Desert Places.” Brodsky
pins these moments like butterflies, each one
preserved out of time in perpetual stillness.
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The demolition spyholes seem to betray
deterioration or destruction, but are these
buildings truly crumbling or is this a still-frame
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